
Hello;

I would like to introduce myself, I am Dr. Robert Rutledge. Your patient has contacted my office about being considered 
for �Mini-Gastric Bypass� surgery. 

I would like to ask for your advice, direction and support in considering the patient's request for bariatric surgery. All of 
my patients undergo a very deliberate and demanding preoperative assessment process.

I am eager to provide all surgical and bariatric follow up after operation.  For other medical issues a relationship with a 
primary care physician is of value. 

A routine detailed history and physical examination is part of the preoperative evaluation.  For your convenience I have 
attached a "Check-Box" Guided History and Physical template form that you might find useful in completing the 
requested History and Physical Evaluation.

In addition I have attached an Appendix of "Tips and Pointers"  for patient selection and preparation for the MGB.

I have one of the largest experiences performing laparoscopic gastric bypass in the world. I have as of performed over 
5,000 laparoscopic Mini-Gastric Bypasses. Over the 14 years that I have been performing this surgery we have had 
overall excellent results. Healthgrades.com grade my program at St Rose Hospital in Henderson Nevada as one of the 
best in the United States. The operative time is an average of 38 minutes and the median hospital stay is 1 day. Our 
patient and referring satisfaction levels are graded at over 4.5 out of 5 in surveys of thousands of patients and referring 
physicians. I am the original developer of the Mini-Gastric Bypass and the surgery is now being performed widely in 
dozens of countries around the world. Also of note is the fact that several controlled prospective randomized trials have 
demonstrated that the MGB out performs the Lap-Band and the RNY gastric bypass.

The mean weight loss is over 140 lbs at one year and we have has greater than 93% success in reversing diabetes, sleep 
apnea, hypertension etc. We have successfully operated upon patients from all 50 states across the U.S. including Alaska 
and Florida, as well as Iraq, Iceland, Turkey, Pakistan, Nigeria, Mexico, Canada, England, Japan, Puerto Rico and 
Iceland.

Please feel free to call or email me at anytime 24 hours a day for any further information. My cell phone is 702-714-
0011, Email: DrR@clos.net. Also please consider visiting our website at www.clos.net/

Your help in the preoperative evaluation of this patient is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Robert Rutledge, M.D., F.A.C.S.
The Center for Laparoscopic Obesity Surgery


